HistoryPlunge Cards
There is a lot to HistoryPlunge because there is a lot of U.S. history from 1492 to the present. We
have tried to make it easy to break it down and learn one part at a time. Several games focus solely
on U.S. Presidents, others focus on understanding history as a whole, and still others focus on when
events occurred. Start with an easy Level 1 game in one category and progress from there.
For tips on managing your cards, see the resource called “Card Management.”
EACH BOX CONTAINS:
● 45 President Portrait Cards (2 Grover Cleveland cards) and reference booklet
● 67 President Fact Cards, see description below
● 62 two-sided Baseline Question Cards, including 9 map cards
● 27 Power Cards
● 280 Silver and Gold Timeline cards -- 3 time periods (1492-1799, 1800-1899, 1900-present)
● 87 two-sided Notable Persons Portrait Cards
● 36 Clue Cards (Blue, Purple and Brown)
● Instruction Cards, Decoding Cards, Answer Key Cards, see descriptions below
● 2 Frames, used in games to hide the name on the card
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Decoding the Timeline Cards:
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Decoding the President Fact Cards:
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Use the President Answer Key cards when playing Race the Presidents.
We have provided a separate link to this page that you can download and copy as a
“cheat sheet” when you are just learning Dashing Presidents
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The Power Card provides information about each game and is discussed in the
rules for each game where relevant:

1: Use in Race the Presidents:  Will say either Parties,
Tens, or Terms. Use to determine how teams will sort
cards in Race the Presidents.
2: Use in Who’s the President?: Determines the order of
clues given from the Clue Cards.
3: Use in HistoryPlunge Challenge: Information in this
entire row is used in HistoryPlunge Challenge to determine
which clue on the card is read. See game details.
4: Use in Tournament Play: Use to determine whether to
play DD (Dashing Dates) or DP (Dashing Presidents)
5: If #6 is PTD (Play the Dates), the information in #5
identifies the time period used in the first race of the game.
6: Use in Tournament Play: Use to determine whether to
play PTP (Play the Presidents) or PTD (Play the Dates)
7: Use in Date Duel: For Level 2, use only the number to
determine which question to ask from the top box of the
timeline card. For Level 3, use T, M, B (Top, Middle,
Bottom) and the number to determine which question to
ask on the timeline cards.
8: Use in Play the Dates: See game rules.
9:  Use in Play the Dates: These numbers become the
“Base Year” for the time period being played.
10: Use in Play the Dates and in Dashing Dates: In Play the Dates, this number is called the Circled
Number. See the rules for these games to see how the Circled Number is used in each game.
11: Use in Play the Presidents: Information in this entire row is used in Play the Presidents. See game
details.
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